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RALPH LEWIS WORKSHOP OPENING TIMES
Mondays l0 a"m. to lp.m.6/21s9 - 11/12/s9.
rrvednesdays 4.30 p.m. to 8.30 p.m.- 112189 - 112189.
Last Thursday l0 a"m. to 2p,m, - 2312189 - 30111189.
Third Sundays l0 a.m. to 4 p.m, 19/2, 19/3, 1614, 2t/5, 18/6,' 1617,2015, 17'/9, t5li0'ona'tSlt i. '

The llorkshop can be opened at other times by arrangement
provided two members are in attendance.

llrepublication dates lor Morocco Bound are lst March,
15th May, l5th August and l st November. Copy for art-
icles, letters, and items of inteiest should reach the Edit-
or one month before the publication date. However, we
shall make every effort to accommodate urgent last
minute notices.
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Srt. l2th Nov.

Wed. 30 Nov.

Sun. I ltlr Dec.

1988 CALENDAR
2 - 4.30 p.m. Demonstration/^lVorkrhop:
Book Page Repairs - Jill Gurney.
6 p.m. Annual Gencral Meeting. I;isher
Library. University of Sydncy. Speakcr:
Mr Alan Stratton on Thc llistory of Book-
binding in Australia.
l0 a-m. - 4 p.m. Dnd of Year Party, Sale
of Equipment, Barbecue Picnic - at Ralph
Lewii Workshop and grounds of College.

MOROCCO BOUND

REPORTS AND NOTICES

I989 CALENDAR
Wed. l5th March 6 p.m. General Meeting, Irisher Library,

University of Sydney.
Sat. lst April 2 p.m. Demonstration/Wotkshop.
Sat. l3th May 2 p,m. Demonstration/UVorkshop.
Fri. 26th - Sun 28 May May's lrnd.
Wcd, l4th .lune 6 p.m. General Meeting, Iisher Library,

University of Sydney.
Sat. 25th June 2 p.m. Demonstration/Workshop.
Sat. 29th Juty 2 p.m. Demonstration/lVorkshop.
Sat. 26th Aug. 2 p.m. Demonstrationi\ilorkshop.
\{ed. l3th Sept. 6 p.m. General Meeting, Fisher Library,

University of Sydney.
Sat. 30th Sept. 2 p.m. Demonstration/\,Votkshop.
Sat.4th Nov. 2 p.m. Demonstration/Workshop.
Wed, 29th Nov. 5 p.m. Annual General Meeting, Fisher

Libtary, University of Sydney.
Hopefully a visit and another garage sale to be arranged.

ANNUAL EXITIBITION
Firher Library, University of Sydney. Monday, 31st octob.r
to Wcdnotday, 14th Doccmbsr. Ilntries to be lodged by 26th Oct.

Quarterly Report from the Secrerary
At the time of writing there have been two further halfday work-
shops. It saddens me greatly to report that only half the people
who had booked to attend ( and paid ) the first of these with
Ileather McPherson bothered to attend. It is unfair for the work-
shop leader; it is also unfair to those people who were on the
waiting list and would have participated had we given them just
a little notice. Certainly some memberr have last minute com-
mitments but I do implore memberu to give as much notice as
pocsible so that we can pass on the opportunity.

Daphne Lera's workshop was much better attended and those
members who took part in either workrhop certainly came away
with somc new knowledge. These workshops are a major strength
of our guild and I urge your $upport. The *orkshops for the fust
half of 1989 will be announced again in about Irebruary and once
again will assuredly be booked out promptly.

The quarterly meeting at which Leo White's son spoke for
him about the manufacture and use ofvellum (to be ieported in
a later issue) was less well attended than usual, but those present
had the opportunity to learn of this material and acquire solne
pieces of vellum for use.

The end of the year approacheg and it is Committee election
time again It is very easy to say that the last Committee did a
good job, so let them all stay on, but every Committee needs an
element of new blood and a turnover to ensure that there will be
Committees in years to come. With our efforts to increase memb
errhip and enlargo institutional subscriptions, coupled with my
own penchant for materials and supplies, the work of the Secret-
ary has become somewhat enlarged and I suspect I have failed to
adequately follow through on wbrkshop bookings, with the re-
sult that attendances have not always been as satisfactory as
they might have been. Whilst I took on the workshop bookings
because my telephone answering machine means a message can
alwayr be left, I would be more than willing to let some other
person take on any of workshop bookings, membership and
subscriptions, each of which in itself is not a large task.

It diuppoints me a little that, aftera lot of effort to locate
equipment and supplies, the range of members that avail them-
selves of these is relatively low. Hopefully the garage sale cum
picnic on Sunday l lth Decembei(see elsewhere for details)
will sss , good turnout of members ( and spouses etc.) interested
in bits and pieces that may have been founil. In the same context
I sincerely hope that members have taken advantage of the offer
of 107o discount by Wills Quills of Chatswood announced in the
last issue. Wc all complain of the availability of supplies, but
suppliers can only cater for our necds if we support them.

As for workshop usnge I remain dumbfounded. Here we are
with a centrally located professional quality workshop, with a
broad range of equipment and yet somehow we are not meeting
members' needs adequately. Please tell us what we need to do
to make this a beehive of activity.

Mlchaol Mathaw

Siin Evrard
Siin l.vrurd will givr; a workshop at thc Prof'essionat School of
Iland B_ookbinding (Ccntro dcl-bel Libro, Via Collcgio, Ascona
66 12, Srvitzerland) betrvccn 22ndand 27th May 1919. She will

Garage (Bring and Buy) Sale
With Picnic Lunch - Barbecue Ficilities Available

Ralph Lewis Workshop
Sundsy 1 l th December, I O a.m, . 4 p.m. (Note change of date)
In arranging this day the Committee believed there was interest
m Duylng materials and equipmcnt and hoped that there would
oe Eellers - members who had hoarded orlust found themselveswith 66r" tha_n they need. The Guild itseli has an aJsortment oftools, lnaterials and oddments, some of which have been set asidefor sev^elal years, that it wiil offer ro, or". fii*"ro,-ili" reut suc_
cess of the day will lie in members ofi"ring itrings fdi safe.

_,^9fllll it is not practicable for members to bring in a 200 kjDlocKrng-press or lbr mc to bnng in 25 trays of linoiype capitafsuitable fo1 lpcking, 1ut lists, samples ana pfrotoiwilf certainly
cover most situations. Start getting'your list of itemsJor sale now.
*: ^"::pfl:r.,1.11911,,on "to iilo t)ft i;ii;; a;iiii;; 6;id;;'ffi '
ooxes or DooKs ln need of rebinding that I have collected"in"my
,trave.ls over the past few years. Wtritst i traO evrrv iriention ofDrnorng. tnem at the time. my tastes have changed a little and
p_1::^, 9.-9f rmportant have replaced them, bu-t these may weImtelest otfi er rnembers_

. The Guild itself will obviously benefit financially from theitems it sells; but the real ou.;ectire oiiire i"v iJi.1"r,i, ."rru_
i,T::f:j: riplTl 

1nd sujrplies,',*;ii,";, ;t ;;it,;i;;;;i".r.
l^u_r^"]_1*-! l9 t, .m !m o e1 re c.e n t I y a cq u ir ed som e b-ee sw ax ( rised,^?r.:oqq cotounng.) and melted it down. As it had gathered a lot
:::Tl.ii,i]"rlqe, the resulting soap-size cakes are-not as pure as

tT.,ILy_1T9.lout one cake is prob.ab.ty fifteen years usage and ai
),1 ls surety.very reasonable, especially as I do not knoviwhere
etse Io buy beeswax. Another,member 3cquired a supply of pack-
ets of 'Rubgum' - latex crumbs, used forhry_teuriif paper. at$leach. naiin""r r"ti"*

tcach a full leathcr vcrsion of hcr Simplified Binding structure.
For furthcr information or rescrvation, write to the above address.

In mid-August 1989, Stin will conduct a Masterclass at thc
Soundwell Technical College in England. For information and
rcservation contact Greg Harrowing, Soundwell Collegc, St
Stcphcn's Road, Soundwell, Bristol, BS16 4RL, England.

The Brandywine Press & Archive
Brandywine Bicentennial Project No. I

BPA: Bibliography of Printing in Australia

BPA will be issued at least once a year with each part including
400-500 items on one aspect of Australia's book ind printing'
history. The following will give some idea as to what inaiviaiat
parts will cover though as yet these are projected only:-

I & 2 Separate s on the printing and allied frades: To include
any scparately produced book, pamphlet and serial dealing
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with printing, paper, type, bookbinding, machinery, compan-
ies and the printing ildustry generally;
3 Analytics on tllre printing and allied trades: To include any
articles, chapters in books and in proceedings of conferences
on the above areas;
4 Both separates and analytics onthe book trade generally:
To include publishing, bookselling, book collecting, printed
ephemera etc.;
5 Paper.sample books aad swatches and paper price lists from
companres;
6 Type specimen books,parnphlets and broadsheets;
7 An index to the above (parts 5 & 6 may be published with
their own).

The first part should be ready shortly. Subscriptions are $ 15
(individual) and $20 (libraries and institutions).

1989 International Bookbinding Masterclasses
In 1989 Soundwell College is offering a unique opportunity to
study with four internationally known bookbinders, and a
chance to meet and exchange ideas and techniques with book-
binders from other countries. There will also be the opportunity
to meet with some of the top bookbinders working in Europe. As
well as intensive study periods, there will be a series of optional
visits to Museums and Binderies; evening lectures and demonstrat-
ions. Places are limited.

Additional information and a Reservation Form are available
now from:-

Greg Harrowing, B ookbinding Coordinator,
Soundwell College, St Stephens Road,
Soundwell, Bristol BS 16 4RL
England.

The prices do not include accommodation. However, this can be
ananged for you through the College.
9300 MC3 Mon. 24 J]uly - Fri. 28 Julv &

Mon. 31 July - Fri. 4 Aug. 1989
"The Conservation repair of Vellum and

Anthony Cains MA Parchment Manuscriots'

akin to ELIZABETHAN in the following approximate point sizes
(measured by size of impresrion rather than maker's size):
14 pt (set 1), complete, handled'
16 pt (set 2), complete except C K, handled
l8 pt (set 3), complete, handled
20 pt (set 4), complete, handled, except & missing
24 pt (set 5), complete, except G T &, handled
44 pt (parcel 39), missirg: &, numbers.
Secondly there are thore incomplete sets and individual letters
and numbers which the Guild desires to sell. All of these sets
are short several letters and lackhg handles, and some are of a
size that few members would ever seek to use. Some letters have
damaged shanks that require straightenhg or a piece brazed onto
them. However the price sought allows one to buy the missing
letters from a local or UK engraver and still be way in front or,
as suggested by Maureen Duke, to grind or file off the letter im-
pression and use the blank for engraving a design tool.
The price sought for these is $5 per kilogram, but a minimum of
20c per letter in sets, with the buyer taking all in a set unless he
specifically wants a letter to complete an existing set. If postage
is involved, postal charges plus $ 1 for packaging will apply. The
'collection'available is listed below. There is no punctuation with
any set and the standard set is 26 letters, &, and eight numbers
(no 0 and 6 is used as 9), viz,, a total of 35 items.
(a) Plain typeface, akin to Helvetica Light, Folio Light or

News Gothic:
8 pt (parcel 7) missing C D F H I J PT Uy Z & l5 8
l0 pt (parcel 6) missing A C I K N O Q T Z & I 2 5 7
12 pt (parcel5) missingA C J K & I 2
14pt(parcel 9) missingElJ LN R & 8
24pt(parcel60) missing B E G H I J L N T & 2 6 (350gm)
(b) Plain condensed typeface, probably Rutland:
12pt(parcel 2) missingBFK LOVWXZ &1235'l
14 pt (parcel 8) missing A B F G I KQW Z & numbers
18 pt (parcel 1) nissingAB C I NQ RY & numbers
24pt(parcel4) missing C E G I L M S T U &4'l
30pt(parcel6l) missingCHIJNOQ& I (415 gm)

(c) Serif typefaces, akin to Elizabethan:
6pt (parcel 13) missingB CD EXQ
l0pt(parcel 33) missingD H K M N& 5

(parcel 34) missingB C E J M NPXZ &
14 pt (parcel 23) missing A lOZ & 2 3 5 6 8 (160 em)

(parcel 21) missingAD F GH LN O PQ RT VWX
Y Z numbers (80 gm)

missingBDFGISV&
missiag C E F G H N Q S W & numbers
missingCFTWl
missingOY&345(630gm)
missingB CD M NQ R UV Y & 2 3 4

(610 gm)
missingB D E M O Q VY & 4 5 8 (560gm)
missing all letters & 1 5 (140 gm)
missingKS& (900gm)
missingCJ&2 (1l50em)
missing A C J ? L M P R & 4 7 I (740 em)
missing E K S & numbers (1285 gm)
missingEUW& I (f300gm)
only contains A - F (six letters) (425 gm)

g15o MC4 Mon. 7 Aug. - Fri. 11 Aug. 1989
Bernard Middleton
MBE FDB "The Restoration of Leather Bindings'.

9tso MCs Mon. 14 Aug. - Fri. 18 Aug. 1989
Siin Evrard 'French Bindine'
glso
David Sellars FDB

See pp. 5 1.2 for illustrationt of toolt
now aYailablo for members'use.

MC6 Mon. 21 Aug. - Fri. 25 Aug. 1989
'Full Leather Binding'

16 pt (parcel l0)
18 pt (parcel 14)
24 pt (parcel I l)
30 pt (parcel 35)
36 pt (parcel 56)

(parcel 55)
+4 pt (parcel 54)

(parcel 58)
48 pt (parcel 57)
54 pt (parcel 62)

(parcel 36)
60 pt (parcel 38)
72 pt (parcel 59)

Catalogue of Guild Hand Tools
Over the past few years the Guitd has managed to assemble a
range of hand tools for use by members. Th-ese comprise design
stamps, wheels, gouges, pallets and handletters. Some were pur-
chased new, some in second hand job lots and some donatea. The
range available for use at the Ralph Lewis Workshop probably far
exceeds the expectations of any member.

It would be hard to measure the hours that certain members
have put into both sorting and bringing these tools into a fit con-
dition to use. Whilst rhe j6b is not fetlomplete, a stage has been
reached where it is possible to provide an index of these tools so
that members can plan their use. At the same time the gaps in the
large assortment of hand letters are now determined and ihe
Workshop Committee have decided to sell a large proportion of
these'surplus' letters and numbers.

The section of this list under 'llandletters'may therefore re-
present an opportunity for members (or members of other guilds)
to complete broken sets, or, as suggested by Maureen Duke, pur-
chase broken sets with a view to eindine or filine awav the letter
desig.n and creating a pattern in iis placel Equally" the price sought
(see later) would allow a member to purchaie the misaing letteis
from a local or U.K. engraver and still be well in front.

Handle Letters
The Guild's supply of brass handle letters is immense and it is sens-
ible to split it lnto two parts. Iirstly there are the complete and
almost complete sets. generally handled, which it is int-ended to
keep in the workshop for members' use. These are of a type face

(d) Serif, wide and fancy
12pt(parcel22) missing G O U Z numbers

(parcel 34) missingAB C E M N X Z numbers
14 pt(parcel 12) missingAGJ MQUnumbers
16 pt(parcel20) missingACEGH JK O PQ R S UV

numbers

(e) Fancy typeface
10pt (parcel 31) missingBCIKNRSVZ& 14
14pt (parcel 32) missingEM QW& 7
18 pt (parcel 74) missingB H MNQZ & 5

(f) Old English
20 pt (parcel 7l) missing I or J V W X Z numbers (360gm)
30 pt (parcel 73) missing L X & numbers (550 gm)
42 pt (parcel72) missing I J K X & numbers (840 gm)

(g) Oddments

Presently (as further searching may help to fil1 a few gaps) there
are about 35 odd letters,5T numbers, 7 diphthong AE's (where
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identified they are a bonus with a set) and 17 &'s (which witl be
supplied with sets if they match closely enough). lJc each for .
qq4ll tools, 25ceach. for larger ones. Ifyou have a set missing one
or two letters, send us an ink pad impression of what you have
and we will see if we can help you. -

Orders for these should be sent to: The Secretary, Michael
Mathew, P.O. Box 1 11, oreoe 2037 , or telephone (O2) 498 3522
(7-10 p.m. and weekends), or inqpect at Guild Sale day, 1lth
December, 1988, or Wednesday elenings when the Ralph Lewis
Workshop is open.

Library Notes

Additions
Middleton, Berlard C.,A History of English Craft Bookbinding

Technique. Lond., Holland presi, 191g.
Forde, Helen, Domesday heserved. Lond,, HMSO, 1986.

See under 'Book Reviews' for reviews ofthese two books,

In the Journals
De Boekbinder, Vol. 7, nos. I & ) (May nd June 1988).

No. 1 contains articles on Headbands'and 'Book Preservation
Conservation and Restoration'.
No. 2 contains second part of article on 'Headbands'
(In Flemish).

Canadian Bookbinders and Book Artists Guild Newsletter, Vol..
6, no. 3 (Autumn 1988). Notes Fisher Library Exhibition.

Craft New South llales, Aug./Sept. 1988. Contains programmes.

Queensland Bookbinders Guild Inc. Newsletter, Vol. 2, nos. 6 &
7. (May, Aug. 1988). No. 7 contains an item on 'Repetitive
Binding'(bulk bindings) and a note on'Mouldy Clotli'.

Raised Bands: Newsletter of the Craft Bookbinders Guild Inc.
6.C.f.) (Spring, Sept. i988). T6 appear as a quarterly. Aim
and policy of the 'new-look newsleiter' are set out in the
editorial. Contains two items on book restoration by Maureen
Duke.

Victorian Bookbinders Guild Inc. Newsletter, Vol. 7, nos. 7 & 8
(Aug./Sept. 1988) (with Directory of Suppliers). No. 8
contains an article on'Leather Joints',

Leather Turkey
Dear Editor,

A bibliophile friend, knowing of mv interest in bookbinding,
presented nie with the following verse found in a bindilg suppli-
i:d by :ohn Leathley, a bookseller in Dublin 1732-1757:

The leather turkey, gilding gold,
So gay and costly to behold,

Might any lady's fancy feed,-And almost tempt a beau to read.

For those who, like myself, find 'leather turkey' a trifle puz-zlirg,
Bettine Gresford, froni her wide knowledge, supplies the follow-
inq note: 'Leather Turkey is now an obsolete expression used in
eailv times for a leather.6r for ttle colour of lealher - a Turkey
red, a very briltiant red. The term Turkey N{orocco was a leather
Droducedin the l8th century in Turkey from goatskin with the
i:haracteristic morocco grain. Cafskin was also embossed with
this grain in imitation of Turkey morocco. One sometimes reads
of Turkey papers, meaning marbled papers which were once
thought io-hdve been intr6duced into Europe from Turkey'.

Esther Corsellis

Bookbinding EqulPment

Dear Editor,
Due to increased interest in bookbinding, I have been devot-

ing most of my spare time to keeping up with the increased de'

mand. However, I am still 12 to 18 months behind with my
work. This has been worryilg me greatly. It left me with only
two options : 1, giving up making bookbinding tools for yout
or,2,giing up my job as a cabinetmaker. I thbught it over a lot
over the last 12 months and arrived at what I thought to be the
best solution and that was to give up my job. I didlhis about a
week ago. My boss was a little taken by surprise, but I assured
him that I would 'help out' if he needed me. At the same time
it would make available a position for some lucky lad wanting to
learn the trade of cabinetmakfurg,

My situation at the moment is that I am finishing the work on
hand and then I will be starting on your orders. You can expect
action in ashort while.I won't,"of course. be able to get every-
one'sjob done at once. So please accept my sincere apologies
for making you wait so long and for any inconvenience I have
caused you. It is my sincere desire to continue making good
qualitybookbindine tools and eventuallv to have gooE"stocks
of tools on hand foi immediate supply. It will alsJgive me
time to dig a little deeper and develop new tools for bookbinding.
I rvill, of course, in time notify all tlie bookbinders who have
placed orders with me and let them know what is happening.

Lastly I wish to say thank you all very much for entrusting
me with your orders over the past eight years because, through
that, you now have your own full-time toolmaker.

CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE READER

Frank Wlesner

lilrappers or dust wrappers have long been termed dust
jackets by the 'trade' as well as by the general public.
They came into use when leather covers gave way to
cloth in 1823. They were plain brown paper. Usually the
bookselier placed a wrapper around the book when it was
sold. French booksellers maintain this custom - to the
extent of using one side or both to bear advertisements.
The wrappers were not intended to be kept. Many people
did so and the habit lent itself to wrappers becoming part
of the book. Soon wrappers were designed with the
book's title, author and sundry other advertising matter
added to the design in the late 1890's. The tirstwere al-
most certainly Dent's Temple Classics and the Temple
Shakespeare edited by Sir Israel Gollancz, uncle of the
famous publisher, Victor. The latter abhorred illustrated
wrappers/jackets and rever used them, preferring his
plain but distinctive yellow hrappers'.
Russian leatherwas used to make my lapel insignia when
I first went to sea. I've never seen any since and no wond-

er.lt was commonly used in Europe between 1700 arid
1900. It came from Russia and was very stiff reddish-
brown cowhide. Oil of birch tar was sprayed on to it as
a preservative, hence its memorable odour. Bookbinders
soaked it overnight before pasting it the following day.
(See WATERER, Leather in life, art ond industry',1946)
Bodley Library, when visited by King James in 1605, was
praised by that tragic fellow when he remarked, 'if I were
not a king, I would be a university man. And if it were so
that I must be a prisoner - if I might have my wish - I
would desire no other prison than that library, and to be
chained together with so many good authors and dead
masteis'.
The Guillotine - following upon a recent discussion I re-
cently burrowed through 21 textbooks to determine the
commonest method of cropping edges. Surprisingly, few
stated their reasons but most believed that the foredge
should be cut first;next, the head or foot. But YOUNG,
B o okb inding and Co n s erv a tio n, spe cifies cropping the
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foot first by placing the spine against the left-hand side of
the machine since the blade cuts in a downward left-to-
right movement. She refers to the fact that the only cer-
tain straightedge, before one cuts anywhere, mustbe the
spine. The foot, therefore,must be right-angled to the
spine. She then crops the head, wlich must then be par-
allel to the foot. Finally she crops the foredge.
The Best Advice that I've heard from a teacher of otu
craft was this: begin your task by examining the book
with infinite care. Then list every step necessary in the
process of binding and/or restoration. He said: 'make the
work balance according to realistic needs and resources
with the final value of the job well done. Tick off each
job as you proceed and pause between each one'. I don't
always do so but I invariably rcgret not having done so.

MOROCCO BOUND

THE *COLONIAL'' FINISHING STOVE

Inside Margins are often too narrow for ease of reading.
Readers fear opening books in case they break the spine
or develop squints and'end up holding books in a ludi-
crous fashion. It appears that the design convention of
allowing the outside margin the same width as the two
inside ones derived from that impracticable although in-
ventive designer, William Morris.(1834-96). I know of
few more lunatic ccinventions. Books designed prior to
Monis's period usually have decent inside margins of the
same width as those of the foredge. And why not ? Ad-
hesive bound books of today demand that his proport-
ions be reversed, i.e., each inside margin be at least twice
the width of the foredge margin allowed by modern pub-
lishers' 

Scriblems

- Various pieces of binding and finishing equipmerft haVe
'always 

be.en difficult to obtain and at a reasonable price.
The purchase of an imported finishing stove, for example
can be justified by a professional, or, by sharing its use, in
a Guild workshop. For the occasional and individual craft
user it has a low priority due to cost.

Finishing in a home environment without a proper
stove, is, from experience, a case of make'do and incorl'
venience. Heating the delicate tools on a kitchen stove
can dampen one's enthusiasm and upset domestic
harmony!

With those thoughts in mind I set about designing an
inexpensive, easy to make stove using readily available
heating units. Other criteria included a stove that can be
packed away when not in use and a heating unit that can
also be used for other purposes.

There are four prototypes from which to choose: two
of the units use an LP gas camping stove, the other two a

small methylated spirit unit. The differences, other than
the type of heating unit, are in the metal surrounds.

The choice between the four involves such considerat-
ions as expense, alternative uses and your ability to make
the parts. A hot plate is a basic item to be made for all the
stoves.

The LP gas stove was purchased as a stock'take 'special'
from GB's at $12 - they would normally be twice this
price. The throw-away gas cartridge, depending on the 

_

amount of use, would require replacing occasionally. The
hot plate sits on top of four supporting arms supplied
witli the LP stove. The carrying handle I made for one of
the LP stoves also serves as the tool support.

The small spirit stove from a disposal store ($3) would
be my choice. as I have no alternative use for a camping

stove. I also prel-er the 'lower profile' model that comes
apart as space in my untidy workshop is a problem. It
also resembles a finishing stove.

The take-apart design was solved by bending and inter-
locking the four tool supports into the stove holder (see
illustration). The measurements on the diagram would
need to be modified if a different spirit stove was used.
The main tools to make the metal parts are tin snips, vice,
pliers, hammer, squarE, drill, file, hacksaw and a pop-
riveter.

The metal framework I made from offcut sheets of
zinc-coated metal, however, other types of sheet metal
can be used provided the gauge is not too light. The right-
angle tool-support framework can be easily made and pop-
riveted from small extruded alumiaium angle.

A heat control facility was necessary in all stoves.
Their operating temperature arrived quickly and main-
tained a minimum heat output. There is very little differ-
ence between stoves in performance and convenience, un-
less you object to filling and emptying the methylated
spirit.

To conclude, I must admit a preference for flame heat-
ing. This preference is not a conservative point of view de-
rived from the past as I have used both gas and electric
versions in a productive work-situation. The quality and
control of gas flame heating, for me, has a kinder and
more positive appeal when using one's precious finishing
tools.

I hope these prototypes encourage members to have a
go at making one;however, I have been asked to make
several. If you would like to be included, please write to
me at 24 Davidson Avb., Forestville 2087 .

Keith Turnell

(q)
Methylated Spirit Stove

(l) Stove holder - I
(2) Hot plate support -

, --f (3) Hot plate - I
10 cm 10 cm J (4) Tooiholder - 4

(3)

l-- 1o cm

(r)
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THE ENDPAPER STORY - Part III

The endpaper story conoludes with 'tnade'
endpapers. The ternr 'made' is a general
one. It nreans endpapers courprising lnore
than a single folded leaf; it includes extra
material to improve the overall structure
and appearance.

The choice of a particular type of end-
paper is foverned by the binding style. It
also involves a preference usually establish-
ed by experience and knowledge of the re-
sults that can be expected.

Appearance is influenced by the select-
ion ofpaper, fabric, leather, colour and
art work. The truditional odhesive for end-
paper construction is paste.

A sewn attachment for a made endpap-
er is mandatory for craft binding. The tipp-
ed portion ofan endpaper, mentioned pre-
viously, should relate to joint width. On
completion of the binding the fly leaf
should be folded back at the tip to check
adhesion and to help the leaf turn without
stress.

I have recommended a reference set of
endpapers be made to help with the select-
ion of an endpaper for a particular binding
style. A visual example of an intended end-
paper can also provide a practical starting
point on which to build the creative ele-
ment.

The accompanying diagrams of made
endpapers are by no means complete. Some
have an interesting historical background
and to supplement the brief notes I recom-
mend you begin by referring to both of
Bernard Middleton's excellent books and
Eric Burdett's The Craft of Bookbinding.

Variations to the construction can be
incorporated to suit binding requirements.
For example, there are bindings such as
account ledgers and library bindingswhere
strength, not appearance, is the prime fact-
or. Sewing in the visual position between
the board and first fly leaf, as indicated in
figure 6, is acceptable but not always de-
sirable Jor library binding. In bindings
where appearance is also a consideration,
sewing should occur in a position where it
is least noticeable and where it can be satis-
factorily accommodated. A general rule ob-
served in binding, which not only applies to
endpapers, is never sew a single folded leaf
unless additional reinforcement is provid-
ed at the fold.

Fig. 1 shows a standard trade endpaper
commonly called a 'thick and thin'.The
board leaf and first fly leaf cornbination is
folded from a heavier paper stock than the
waste - second fly leaf. Hence the term
'thick and thin' A problem occurs when
this endpaper, as with others, is inadvertent-
ly attached with the wast leaf facing the
the text. lt is therefore always advisable to
check attachment. A good practice is to

Legend
W Waste leaf MF Mounted fly-Ieaf
B Board leaf r S Sewing
F Fly-leaf 1// Adhesive
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lightly mark the waste leaf for identification.
Fig.2 endpaper has the advantage ofbeing sewn and

observes the previously mentioned general sewing rule.
The fourth fly leaf, ifnot required, can be detached pro-
vided a portion of the tipped waste leaf remains to sup-
port the sewing.

Fig.3 endpaper uses a coloured board and first fly
leaf. By mounting the coloured fly leaf to the adjoining
white leaf it complies with a previous rule: 'it is not con-
sidered good technique for a coloured verso page to face
a white recto page'.

Figs.4 and 5 show endpapers which permit the board
leaf to be glued and positioned on the coverboard separ-
ately. The cloth, or leather, joint contributes to the
strength and appearance. Fig. 5 uses a coloured board and
lrst fly leaf. By taking the waste leaf, as a variation,
around the second fly leaf the endpaper is improved be-
cause it can thus be sewn. It is not unusual for the cloth
joint to be trimmed to width when glued to the cover-
board and prior to attaching the board leaf.

Figs. 6 and 7 arc strong endpapers and are usually ass-
ociated with library and account ledger binding. The unev-
en cloth width between board and first fly leaf is tt com-
pensate visually for the space taken up by the joint width
and board thickness. The waste leafis used to help form a
tongue for split board attachment and therefore is not de-

In 1085 commissioners were sent out by William the Con-
querer to conduct an inquiry into land holdings. As a re-
sult of this inquiry two volumes were produced and these
are known collectively as the Domesday Book.

'Great' Domesday contains information regarding 34
counties (covering England and some parts oflWales),
whilst 'Little' Domesday relates to just three counties in
East Anglia-Essex, Suffolk and Nor"folk. The information
contained in Little Domesday is believed to be the final
returns for those counties. It was to have been abbreviat-
ed and added to Great Domesday;however, the death of
William the Conqueror in 1087 is thought to have
brought a halt to this process. As far as we can tell Great
Domesday has been bound seven times and Little Domes-
day nine times during the course of their nine hundred
yearhistory. These include the present bindings of 1984-
1986. They were carried out at the Public Record Office
in 1952 by Mr T. Hassell. Great Domesday is made up of
413 folios in total (which includes the end sheets from
earlier bindings). Tire folios measure approximat ely 14%"
by 22'.The pircfrment leaves are made from sheepikins
which are thought to have come from the Winchester
area which is where the book was written. On the whole
the skins have been very carefully selected and, therefore,
are of extremely good quality. The page layout through-
out the volume is similar - consisting of two columns.
Originally, the pages were ruled to contain forty-four
lines of text but later up to fifty-three lines were used.
Ferrogallo tannate ink was in common use at the time
Domesday was written and it is thought that this may
have been used for the bulk of the text, although the
ink used has not been conclusively identified. County
titles, large initials, initial letters to sub-paragraphs and
underlining, which in fact went throughtheleit, were
all written in red ink. Research which was carried out at
the National Gallery has identified this as being ver-
million, red mercuric sulphide. Further research has
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tached. Fig. 7 is the standard account ledger endpaperand
sewing occurs through the cloth joint. The alternative sew-
ing position indicated strould be considered in bindings
other than an account ledger.

Fig.8 is a particularly interesting endpaper. The value
is in its unobtrusive but strong construction in contrast to
that demonstrated by the previous two endpaper methods.
It allows coloured stock to be used for the board and fly
leaves. The small exposed cloth, or leather, joint need not
be made such a visual feature on opening the cover.

Figs. 9, 10 and I I are the zig-zag, or concertina, fold
endpapers which are designed to minimise the drag on ad-
joining leaves when the cover is opened. Much has been
written and debated on the merits of this type of end-
paper. My only comment is that I once observed a variat-
ion where the zig-zag fold was made in the area between
the board and first fly leaf. I suspect it may have been a
conftued interpretation of a text book diagram.

I conclude by repeating that the importance of end-
papers and their contribution to the success of a binding
are usually underestimated. Commercial bookbinders may
have an excuse for the inferior quality and small range of
endpapers they use. Their limiting factors are the econom-
ics of time, material and equipment. The only excuse for
craft binders is their lack ofknowledge, or courage.

Keith Turnell

THE RESTORATION OF THE DOMESDAY BOOK
Part I - The Parchment Repair

shown that the text was written by one scribe, with
the exception of a few additions by a second scribe.

In the membrane of the l,eicestershire section the
dark stain along the spine fold is the result of layers of
anima-l glue which up until the l9S2 binding had been
plared d.irectly_ onto the,spine of the volumd. The layers
ofhot glue had caused the spine to contract slightly"and
the membranes to cockle. On ttre whole the teit is-in
good iondition, although there are some areas where the
text-is faint. A close-up photograph of part of membrane
ol shows some smearing of the red ink by the side of the
capital H (Great Domesday).

Little D_omesday contains 475 folios (including the
endsheets from previous bindings. The membranes meas-
ure approximately ll" by 16i' The parchment used is
also sheepskin and appeais to have come from the three
counties in the volume. The quality of this parchment
varies quite considerably.

^ The_layout of the text is far simpler than that of
Great Doqesday. It is writt_en in only 6ns c.llrmn
yhi-h consists on aterage o1 twent/+hree tb twenty-
four lines. The ink used for the bulk of the text is simil-
ar to that used in Great Domesday. However the pigment
used for the county headings, which are an orangy ied in
appe.arance, has been identified as being red lead-.-Many
repairs have been made to the membranes of both vol-
umes over the centuries. The repair to the left hand
foredge is one such repair. The parchment used for the re-
pair does, to some degree, blend in with the tone of the
original membrane. It is interesting to note that the mem-
brane and the repair have both been heavily scarfed
(Mem.37 2 -37 9 Suffolk).

Some of the repairs to both volumes were carried out
for.t-h9 binding by R. Riviere (notable London printers
and binders) in 1869. A notation along the spini fold of
mems: 437 and 442 of Little Domesday signed by J. Kew,
May 1869, confirms this. All repairs prior to those carried'
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out in 1952 have been left in place as they tbrm part ot
the history of the two volumes. One parchment is ex.
tremely thin to the point of being transparent in places
(l\,Iem. 387 Suffolk).

Another membrane clearly shows staining on either
side of the spine fold caused at some stage by excessive
use of water possibly during repair. The inks at this point
have bled (Mem. 251 - 258 Noifolk).

One membrane was repaired n 1952 along the spine
fold using a repair parchment which was stark white in
appearance and, therefore, easy to identify. It was the
best parchment available at the time but by today's
standards was rather thick and had become inflexible
over the years. The repair was damped using the minim-
um amount of moisture: sufficient only to soften the ad-
hesive used and allow the repair to be carefully removed.
With the repair removed it was then possible to see the
full extent of the damage to the spines. The numerous
sewing holes from previous bindings had weakened the
spine extensively causing large splits or tears in many
cases. This led to all membranes requiring repairs to the
spines. Heavy applications of glue and paste along the
spine had contributed to the inflexibility of the mem-
branes. This had to be softened and then removed with
the edge of a bonefolder. Care'was taken not to disturb or
damage the surface of the parchment.

The membrane was then placed over a light box and
thu iepair was drawn out onto new repair parchment,
which had already been buffed in the conservation depart-
ment using a buffing machine. The parchment used for
the repairs to both volumes was supplied by William Cow-
ley, Parchment Works, Newport Pagnell, and they suppl-
ied a total of twenty-four skins for repairs. All but a

couple of these skins were used. The parchment had been
toned to lightly blend in with the tone of the original
Domesday membranes. Careful cleaning was then carried
out using a slightly moist sponge to remove excessive dirt
from around the edges of the membrane. The membrane
was then supported on a sheet of pressing paper (wet-
strength paper 280 gm) and placed into a humidity cabin-
et which was set to produce a relative humidity of around
9s%.

Generally the membrane remained in the cabinet for
between two to three hours, however, the thickness of
the skin dictated the amount of time necessary in order
to relax the membrane sufficiently for tensioniag. Whilst
the membrane was in the humidiher the new repair was
cut out and the pencil mark removed with an eraser. The
repair was then placed over a wooden block and further
buffed by hand using a gamet paper block. This was nec.
essary to reduce to a minimum the swell that would be
caused by the new parchment along the spine ofevery
membrane. A scalpel was then used to chamfer the edges
of the repair.

Much thought was given to the process of tensioning
and flattening the membranes. It was hnally decided to
use a series of pig-iron weights which had been boxed in
acid-free board and covered with rexine.

At this stage the correct atmospheric conditions in the
workshop were of paramount importance. We aimed to
maintain a relative humidity of between 55 and 60%
with a temperature of between 18'and 20' C. When
sufficiently relaxed the membrane was removed from the
humidity cabinet and placed on a sheet of pressing paper
and a weight was placed on one side of the spine fold.

Further weights were placed around the edges as the
membrane was lightly tensioned. Tensioning was kept to
a minimum with care being taken to avoid stretching the

membrane. Finally a weight was placed on the other
side of the spine fold. With the membrane tensioned, the
repair could be applied. Being so thin the repair had a

tendency to curl when pasted. To overcome this a strip
of polythene was lightly pasted and the repair was appli-
ed buffed side uppermost to this. The repair was then
pasted out. The adhesive used was a wheat flour paste.
The polythene strip was used to support the repair as it
was positioned onto the membrane. The polythene was
then removed and the side of a needle was used to ease
out any excess paste and air bubbles under the repair. A
slightly moist sponge was then used to remove and clean
away any excess paste. To allow the area under weights
to dry, strips of pressing paper were placed beneath
them and changed at regular intervals during the drying
process.

Once dry the weights were removed and the excess
parchment trimmed. The membrane was placed between
the dry pressing papers and kept under light pressure.
There were a number of membranes where the damage
was in the form of small slits or tears directly through
the text. When the repairs were made n 1952 some of
these slits were reinforced with a layer of french silk on
either side. At the time this was thought to be the best
material available. We removed the silk and in its place
used a transparent membrane (goldbeaters skin) which
is the air-bladder membrane of a fish.

The goldbeaters skin was prepared by washing it in a

tray of acetone to degrease it. A sheet ofpressing paper
was used to support the skin while it was in the tray.
This process was carried out on a bench top although
normally a cabinet with suitable fume extraction would
be used. Pumice powder was then used to lightly pounce

[i.e. rub with pumice] both sides of the skin. A sheet of
perspex was lightly pasted out and terylene applied. The
goldbeaters skin was lightly pasted to the terylene and
the upper surface of the skin was pasted. This was then
aliowed to dry. Once dry, the upper surface was marked
for easy identification and the skin was carefully removed
from the terylene.

All other repairs were carried out first with the membr-
ane being tensioned using the methods previously describ-
ed. The goldbeaters skin was then cut to the size required.
The method we used for applying this skin to the mem-
brane avoided pasting out directly over the text areas. A
piece of black polythene was damped out and the skin
laid pasted side uppermort onto the polythene. The skin
although almost transparent was visible against its black
background. It was then damped and this softened the
adhesive layer. Clear polythene was used to support the
skin at tirst but this made it too diff,rcult to detect the
skin against its background once dampened. The skin was
then applied to the membrane at the point of damage and
Iightly rubbed down through the polythene. The poly-
thene was then removed.

Any remaining air or excess paste was eased out using
a needle. A barely damp sponge was used to clean away
the excess paste. The membrane was placed between
pressing papers and light pressure applied. Once dry the
repair procedure was repeated for any infilling or rein-
forcement of the reverse side.

Horizontal lines were scored on the parchment to act
as a guide to the scribe and in some cases these lines were
scored deeply, particularly in Little Domesday - strips of
goldbeaters skin have been used to reinforce these weak

John Abbott,
Public Record Office
Portugal St
London WC2
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WORK IN PROGRESS No. 3
One Type of Case Binding

Once the weight of the boards has been chosen (bearing
in mind the size and weight of the text-block), the boards
are cut to size, allowing squares of 3 mm. The upper tfuee
edges, i.e. head, tail and foredge, are lightly sanded. A
spine strip is cut from manilla, with the grain direction
running parallel to the spine (as all the materials must be).
This strip is the height of the boards and the full width of
the book spine. Next cut a piece ofkraft paper 75-80 gsm
approximately (lightweight but strong) the height of the
boards but the width of the spine plus 4 cm either side.
Thus the boards, spine strip and kraft paper are assembled
to form the skeleton of the case.

Mark the centre of the piece of kraft. The centre of
the spine strip is also marked and dividers set at 3 to 4 mm
dependent on the height of the shoulder. The kraft is
glued up and the spine strip is placed on it aligning the
two at their centres. Dividers drawn along the two edges
of the spine strip mark the gap of 3 to 4 mm. and before
the glue dries the boards are placed along this line. The
kraft paper is rubbed down thoroughly to enstue good
adhesion of the three components.

Since quick drying PVA glue is generally used, it is
now possible to take the skeleton and wrap it around the
text block to test for a neat fit. At this point the foredge
can be trimmed if it should prove to be too great. Anoth-
er advantage is that the hinges will at once show if they
are right or wrong and adjustments can be made so that
the final fit will be exact.
The SecondSlage is cutting and gluing the cloth to the
boards. Cut out the cloth measuring the height and
width of case, adding 2 cm all round for turn-in, i.e. no
need to trim out later - a great time saver!

So, using a diluted PVA which has the consistency of
milk and using a brush with long bristles, brush out the
cloth evenly and well. What does 'well' mean? - not too
little PVA so that you have to keep regluing throughout
the process!

Take the skeleton and place it on the clothwith the
kraft uppermosf pressing the right-hand board into the
correct position leaving two cm all round for the turn-
ins. Lift the whole from the bench, remove the waste pap-
er and turn the case over, cloth uppermost. Smooth cloth
on right-hand board to get rid of air bubbles. Then rub
the cloth along the inner edge of the board to define it
and mould it to the board with a bone folder (through
a piece of waste). Move the bone folder across the spine
and rub down along the opposite board edge and define
that one too. Using your hand smooth out the cloth on
the left-hand board and turn over the case for the final
stage of trimming corners and making turn-ins. Since rub-
bing down and moulding the cloth to the inner edges re-
quires more cloth at the spine it is important to hold the
left hand side of the cloth free from the board until

that operation is complete and well adhered before ailow-
ing it to come into contact with the board and be rubbed
down. A clean waste sheet should be at hand for rubbing
through so as not to mark the cloth with thebone foldir.

Spine
Strip

t--.--.--,
Board

Figure I Skeleton

This type of case has a number of advantages:
The kraft at the spine gives extra strength at the

hinges;
The fit can be determined prior to covering and ad-

justed if necessary;
The final finish and overall look is refined and, since

the boards are neatly defined at the spine, the
book, when cased-in,has a slight groove.

'Tlte 
Final'Stage, When titling is done and the book

ready to be cased-in, the flat case should be dampened
slightly all along the inner side of the spine. The case is
then wrapped around the book and left between boards
and under a weight for about half an hour. This final
stage permits the book and case to take shape and
speeds the casing-in, since a round is now in the pre-
viously flat case and there is no final struggle of case
against book. Try it and see if you like the result.

If you wistr to make suggestions for a name for this
type of case binding, I would be pleased to hear from
you. Seasons greetings to you all.

Daphne Lera

Broken Line = Cloth

Kraft Paper

Figure 2 Profile of finished case

ouo&

CHAINED BOOKS

rhis library, founded ,, ,,Htrs.:ilfj ffi:T",lff," 'T:l:""1ffffi:t.*T:'Jr,, sride on rods ntted to
chained collection in the world. It is located in two separ- each side of each book case. The cases date from l6l l.
ate rooms in the cathedral. It consists of 276 Mss which About 9000 unchained printed books including two
date from the 8th century and-about 1200 printed books. Caxtons, together wltii muifr Mss music and aboui
All are attached by clips bolted to their leather covered jO,OOO ur.-tfir.i oi tt. Cfrapter arg. also accessible. The

Shaded area = Kraft paper
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library was not dispersed during the Reformation because
it was in a secular cathedral. The development of prinling
led directly to cheaper books and the extension of know-
ledge. Prior to that Golden Day books were available
only to nrentbers of the religious orders that produced
thenr or to the rich.

Mss were as precious as gold. Scribes and scriveners
copied them and urany were sold to the lay public but
they needed to be literate, intellectually curious and
rich. Many courts of kings and nobles boasted libraries
and those owners boasted not only of their learning but
also of their authorship. Some early books of prayers
(or Books of Hours) were elaborately illurninated, jewell-
ed and covered with gold.

Beyond doubt books were regarded, in every way, as
ver:y valuable. Like other valuables they were stored in
great chests which could be padlocked by complex locks
which were often fitted all around the lids. lron bands
were strapped around them and heavy lugs and rings
fitted to the sides so that they might be bolted to stone
floors and walls. Heavy iron plates were often rivetted to
the chests to prevent their easy removal or shifting.

Before they were shelved, books were laid on long
lecterns behind which students sat on benches. Since
the books were chained to the desk or lectern the stud-
ents needed to move their positions when they wished to
consult another text. As book stocks grew so shelving be-
carne necessary. These were erected between the lines of
lecterns and benches. Thus, two lecterns were fitted eith-
er side of a height of shelving; the books being above the
students, they could reach up and place the book before
them on their work space. Easier access was achieved by
the chains being fitted to rods which ran the full length
of the shelves.

The chains were clamped on to the covers (mostly to
the right-hand top corner of the front). The sides of the
clamps were rivetted together through the sides of the
boards. Most small books were stood on end. Heavier
ones were shelved on their sides. Textblocks were not
rounded or backed. They were invariably glued to their
spine coverings. Squares were very narrow so little sagg-
ing of contents occurred. Spines were flat.

The subject of the titling of texts deserves much more
space than can be afforded here, but it appears that most
were crudely inked or branded with red-hot irons onto
the foredge of the large tomes which were stowed for-
edge out. The srrrall books which stood on end were
marked on their heads. Whether the titles were written

horizontally along the edges or at the head depended on
the manner in which they were shelved, i.e. their size.
Mgny were titled rnore discreetly by slips of vellum being
inserted into a. slitted leaf and pasted in. The titled slips
protruded and the student was able to find his book. It
was the growth of libraries (and this occurred, properly
speaking, after the invention of the printing press), the
use ofshelving and stowage ofbooks on their edges which
made the cover an appropriate place for a title to be labell-
ed or blocked directly onto the cover. As we all know,
large book collections need close classification and much
care. Further decoration was, one might say, only a hop,
skip and a jump away. However, prior to that develop.
ment, heads were often coloured (red).

This was, apparently, to make classification easier.
Holy texts red, lay texts plain and journals and account
books black; some monasteries or colleges using the for-
edge or head as they wished; others using different colow
codes. Blind stamping was sparse;edges were not gilded
nor were the covers. Only the very holiest and valuable of
texts were decorated. The prime covering material was
calf or cow-hide.

To protect the leather coverings, especially the corners,
cover and corner bosses were commonly fitted but as ver-
tical shelving was adopted so bosses dropped out of fash-
ion. Roll tools were introduced about 1500 for impress-
ing continuous patterns on covers since pasteboard was
introduced at about the same time. Wooden boards pass-
ed from the scene but their passing forced the bookbind-
er to give more attention to the easier covering of paste-
board. As the leather spine cover was glued directly on to
the back of the sewn sections so the raised bands thus
formed created panels on the back where lettering and
designs were tooled. Thus the sequence of titling would
appear to be: inking and branding on edges; vellum labels
pasted to inside sheets or covers; spine lettering began
about 1535; labels were reintroduced in various countries
at various times to contain production costs untilin Eng-
land, anyway, in the l9th century almost all titling was
cover blocked either by hand or machine. However, the
strict observance of any chronology is dangerous; prior to
the rapid growth in book numbers there were very few
rules necessary in bookntoking and their safe-keeping. ln
many libraries books were shelved in a special position
and these positions were so listed and the lists were
pasted in frames at the end of each stand of shelves. Their
place in the list was equivalent to their place on a shelf.

Ron Abbey

REVIEWS
Two Books from English Book-Historians

Hopefully, by the time this issuc ol Morocco Bound goes the first artenlpt to chart the history of English book-
to press, the first of the two books listed here will have binding in all its technical aspects.'The last phrase of this
been added to our library list. The second is already here. comnrent is important. Middleton points out in his 'Pre-
Bernard C. Middleton's A History of English Craft Book- face' that earlier accounts of bookbinding tended to be

binding Technique was first pubiished in 1963;a second, directed to collectors and librarians who looked to cover

supplemented edition was isiued in 1978. As it will be design and tooling forhelp in establishing the dates of
new in our collection, however, sorne comment on it books. As a restorer of distinction, Middleton knew that
seelns appropriate if only because sorne urembers,like muclt Itrore information could be gathered frorn what is

myself, rnay have corne upon it recently for the first between a book's covers than from what is on them. His
time. - book is therefore structured to take into account the

In his 'Foreword' to the book, Howard M. Nixon ob- technical changes that have taken place over centuries in
served that Middleton's fis tory '... was originally rnodest- each of the rnany stages of book-making.
lyconceivedasanaidlorthosestudentsattechnicalcoll- Theorder ofhischapters,naturallyenough,tbllows
eges who were- expected_to produce a thesis on sotne sub- the order of the procedures that the bbokbinder adopts
ject connectedwith-the history of binding techniques... in forwarding and finishing his book - procedures that
But it has developed into somethiag far more important: the restorer inravels in the process of restoration and,in
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the case of the restorer Middleton, unravels the story, or
history, of the book itself. Each procedure has its own
chapter, from pressing, sewing, endpapers and so on to
the final oasting down.

Middleton chose wisely in adopting a 'topic by topic'
approach rather than the 'period'approach that he dis-
carded. The disadvantages he saw in the latter were un-
avoidable repetition and the difficulty of highlighting par-
ticular aspects of binding; clearly, such matters as the re-
latively late appearance ofgluing-up, and the disappear-
ance of the extravagant coverdecorations possible when
books lay on their sides are more tidily handled in a
'topic' than in a 'period' approach. (ln passing, I cannot
resist noting Middleton's delightful aside on the persist-
ence of 'jewelled' cover design in Chapter XI (p. 127):

It is probable that the binder who uses most jewels
at present 11967 or 1978?1, is Mr F.G. Marshall,
the leading producer in this country of Books of
Remembrance for crematoria.)

Two very apposite chapters follow the thirteen devot-
ed to binding techniques. Chapter XIV (it rnust have de-
lighted Middleton to write it) is titled 'Book Repairs and
Restoration'. Short as it is, its technological detail leaves
one in little doubt as to where Middleton's heart is. The
fifteenth, on 'Equipment', is admirable. From the twelfth
century invention of the sewing frame to the mid-twenti-
eth century gilding machine the acceleration of technol-
ogy is all-too-present. Six appendices on aspects of the
bookbinding trade in England provide a breathing space
belore Middleton returns to the question of approach.
The topic by topic narrative concluded, he goes on
to supplement it with a brilliant period by period
'summary' of the history of the book frorn 3000 B.C. to
the (then) present day.

What he will have to say about the impact of comput-
ers on book production, on the VDU as a book substitute,
are matters tbr another chapter - or another book. But
come what may, it will not dintinish the value of what he
has done in this history.

The Domesday Book is the subject of an article con-
tributerl to Morocco Bountl by John Abbott. The first
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part of it, 'The Parchment Repair', is printed in this issue.
The second part will appear in the next.

Along with his articles, members of the Guild will be
delighted with a new addition to our collection (it is al-
ready on the library shel), Domesdoy Preserved by Helen
F9{e, published in 1986, the year in which the rebinding
of Domesday Book was completed, by Her Majesty's Stat-
ionery Office. The close tie between Helen Forde's book
and John Abbott's article is acknowledged in her book
(p. iii):

This book could not have been written without the
help of a great many people, in particular the two
conservators, Frank Haynes and John Abbott, and
the binder Don Gubbins who together make up the
Domesday tearn.
Domesday Preservetl is a book for every book lover's

shelf. The 'lntroduction'offers a concise history of the
Book - the manner of its compilation, a short account of
its legal significance, and a longer one ofits bibliograph-
ical adventures, leading up to the great achievement of
the 1984-6 rebinding. Pre-I984 and the 1984-6 periods
have roughly half the book each.

What delighted me in Domesday Preserved - what
could not possibly have been done by Morocco Bound -
were the ample and rich illustrations (diagrammatic and
photographic), especially the six colour plates and most
notably the frontispiece: a colour photograph of two of
the completid 1986 volumes. The plates that will piob-
ably provide the most lasting interest for bookbinders,
however, are the nineteen photographs illustrating the
materials and methods used in the rebinding.

Despite all this, I am sure that for all bookbinders the
high point of the book will not be any one of the fine
illustrations, but a sentence in the matter-of-fact prose
that reads:

The conservation work started in the autumn of
1984 after the sewings of the Great Domesday
Book had been cut ...

Ronald Dunlop
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The above impressions were executed by Keith Turnell.
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